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Photo from the Los Angeles Lakers' Twitter account

By Mark Bradley

One day after the Lakers erected signs around Los Angeles bearing Dwight Howard’s likeness and the word “Stay,” Chris
Broussard of ESPN reports that Howard wants to leave. He IS Dwight Howard, and to be Dwight Howard is to put all around
him through a Dwightmare. Ask the folks in Orlando.

According to Broussard, Howard doesn’t like Mike D’Antoni’s offense because it doesn’t feature guess who, nor does he like
playing with Kobe Bryant. (Not many do.) Speculation has long held that Howard will re-sign with the Lakers, largely because
they can offer him $30 million more than any other club, but this report leaves a sizable dent in that once-solid consensus.

If Howard doesn’t obey the signage and Stay, where might he Go? Writes Broussard:

Howard plans to meet with Dallas, Houston and Atlanta before meeting with the Lakers once teams are
allowed to contact free agents beginning July 1, a source said. It appears that the teams will visit Howard in
Los Angeles.

Before anyone around here gets all giddy, we note that Broussard writes: “Atlanta, Howard’s hometown, is a long shot.”

Before anyone around here gets all glum, we also note that Broussard also writes: “Howard is notoriously indecisive.”
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Well, yes. And picky. Houston has generally been seen as the second-most-likely landing spot for Howard, but Broussard
notes that the Rockets don’t play to the big man’s liking, either. So who’s left? The Charlotte Bobcats? The New Orleans
Pelicans?

About here, we should point out that the same Chris Broussard reported earlier that Chris Paul was miffed at the Clippers
and might consider teaming with Howard in Atlanta, but the hiring of Doc Rivers as coach has apparently cooled Paul's ire.
So minds can change.

We should also point out that, as talented as Howard is, he’s also a prima donna. Here it is Draft Day, and who are we
discussing? Dwight Howard, who was the first pick way back in 2004. The Dwightmare is recurring.

Further reading: Shane Larkin as a Hawk draftee? It'd be fine with me.

Still further: If Chris Paul isn't an option, where do the Hawks turn?

Even further: Good news for the Hawks? ESPN says Paul is miffed.

Further still: Could the Hawks really land Paul AND Howard?
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Posted by Conservative_Brilliance at 10:18 a.m. Jun. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

First for the first time....by the way, stay away from this team cancer named Dwight Howard.

Posted by MarkBradley at 10:25 a.m. Jun. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

Kudos, CB

Posted by GaTech_alum92 at 10:33 a.m. Jun. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

Yep. Dwight is a long shot. But the new San Antonio system we have would work better for Dwight.

Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 10:38 a.m. Jun. 27, 2013
Report Abuse
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" as talented as Howard is, he’s also a prima donna"

So is pretty much every other talented athlete. And the ones who allegedly are not will soon become prima donnas if their
situation goes south.

Dwight has dragged a very average supporting cast to the NBA Finals. The Hawks have never even been to the conference
finals. Beggars can't be choosers. And when it comes to playoff success, nobody quite plays the beggar role like the Hawks.

Posted by PhilipHarden at 10:39 a.m. Jun. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

You know Mark, I am starting to think you are not a Howard fan. Could it be?

Posted by DawgnIT at 10:49 a.m. Jun. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

I don't see why people bash Howard. D-Wade has been considered a whiner for years but he's won championships with
both Shaq and James so Miami fans probably don't care.

Posted by hittmanjamillione at 10:54 a.m. Jun. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

nah mark think al horford gone lead us to the promise land,hell al got abused by david west and roy hibbert. but
management consist he's the cornerstone
me myself it's so many directions this franchise can go and i just wanna collect the best players availabe and after we get
the best talent then we can fillout the roster with role players, but yall wanna get some role players and make them stars??

Posted by MrClarion at 11:09 a.m. Jun. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

Here we go again with Dwight. SMH.. I know he's shifty off the court, but I can't but wonder how dominant a combo of D-12/Al
could be? Al could play his natural power forward position and have a breakout year where he is deadly from 15feet in. If the
Heat struggled against the Spurs and Pacers, the Hawks would have the paint on lockdown. When you add in our perimeter
shooting, man we could have something special for the next 5 years in Atlanta. Even if we are a longshot, management
owes it to the fans to try.

Posted by Curious_George at 11:14 a.m. Jun. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

What does Paula Deen have to say about the possibility of Dwight Howard coming back to Atlanta to play for the Hawks, and
why doesn't AJC.com already have a blog on that specific topic to go along with all their other ceaseless, over-the-top,
nothing-better-to-report "coverage" and blog entries on her over the past week?
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Posted by Glennsanity at 11:56 a.m. Jun. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

I don't think Dwight is a prima donna anymore . I think he is a complete psychopath . I believe because of this when he
wakes up he want to play in LA again . This is the Orlando nonsense all over again .

Posted by justanidea at 12:27 p.m. Jun. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

Dwight Howard has a bad back. The Hawks should offer Cleveland Josh Smith and a 2013 1st pick for their #1 pick. Invest in
Noel.

Posted by IAW at 12:43 p.m. Jun. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

He may be a prima dona but he has been to the Finals. When have the Hawks made it to the ECF?

Posted by seminoleking at 12:57 p.m. Jun. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

i mean. look at the TIMING of this. forget dwight howard. now he wants to hold teams DRAFTING hostage. its not enough that
he got teams lined up in his dwightmare free agency thing, but now this david sterns created wwe prima donna wants to
hold teams hostage at the draft. he wants teams to think twice about drafting a center because he MIGHT grace their
uniform.....hawks, move on from this clown and draft trey burke and a center.........

Posted by MikeS777 at 1:07 p.m. Jun. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

I just don't want the Hawks to go throw money at anyone. Go after Dwight and Chris Paul. See if you can land them. if you
cant, dont go throw the same money at good but not great player like they did with Joe Johnson. Fill the team with expiring
contracts and cheaper players, and then go take another shot in free agency next year. Yes it means the team will probably
not be as good and may not make the playoffs, but at least you haven't locked yourself into a roster that has no chance of
getting past the second round of the playoffs.

Posted by MikeS777 at 1:11 p.m. Jun. 27, 2013
Report Abuse
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As for Howard, he is actually correct this time. LA and Houston do not run systems that are a fit for his skill set. And lets face
it, Kobe is the man in LA and likes it that way. This whole "passing the torch" to Howard nonsense was just that. Kobe will
come across half court and jack up the first shot he gets. Howard would easily be better off in Dallas with Dirk who just cares
about winning, not how many shots he takes.

Then there is Atlanta who obviously hired a coach who will run a system much more to his liking. If Ferry can pull off getting
Paul and Howard, it should be a very good fit for him.

The question is, will Howard be mature enough this time around to stick to his guns and not waffle like he did signing the
extension in Orlando?

Posted by BayStreet at 1:17 p.m. Jun. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

dwight tired of giving up the ball to kobe all the time---he want to shoot more---he'll go to brooklyn or dallas for a lot more
money and shoot whenever he want

Posted by maconexpress at 1:20 p.m. Jun. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

If Howard leaves LA good for him because if they don't win another title they will blame him....remember, the Lakers couldn't
even win a title with Shaquille O'Neal, Kobe Bryant and Dennis Rodman - so what did they do? They ask Phil Jackson to
come out of retirement. DH doesn't have the same luxury of playing for a quality coach like Phil.

Posted by trailerparkted at 1:35 p.m. Jun. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

Please say NO to Atlanta DH!!! He turned out to be a Big Azz Baby!

Posted by PaulinNH at 1:56 p.m. Jun. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

"the Lakers couldn't even win a title with Shaquille O'Neal, Kobe Bryant and Dennis Rodman"

Dennis Rodman played a total of 23 games for the Lakers in the strike shortened 1998-99 season. He was released before
the playoffs

Posted by hittmanjamillione at 2:05 p.m. Jun. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

Posted by justanidea at 12:27 p.m. Jun. 27, 2013 Report Abuse
Dwight Howard has a bad back. The Hawks should offer Cleveland Josh Smith and a 2013 1st pick for their #1 pick. Invest in
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Noel.

This has got to be the stupidest ,most foolish,comment ever.
I'm going to give up a top 25 nba player allstar caliber,and a 1st round pick for a unknown player who can just run and block.
No shot,passing ability,pick and roll ability?
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